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Synopsis
We have carried out conventional rheological measurements to explore the well-known stress
overshoot behavior in startup shear of eight entangled polybutadiene solutions. In the elastic
deformation regime with ˙R1, we have identified universal scaling features associated with the
stress maximum max for samples of different levels of entanglements per chain ranging from 27,
40 to 64. Specifically, at the moment tmax of the peak stress max where the applied strain is
max= ˙tmax: a max varies linearly with max, b max scales with tmax as maxtmax−1/2. The
combination of a and b yields a striking “prediction” that max ˙1/3. Remarkably, these scaling
laws form master curves when the peak stress, strain rate, and peak time are all normalized with
the crossover modulus Gc, reciprocal Rouse time, and Rouse time R, respectively. The dependence
of max on tmax and  on ˙ is weaker in the crossover regime with ˙R1. Equally noteworthy is
the emergence of a super-master curve for the normalized stress t /max as a function of the
normalized strain ˙t /max at various applied rates in these solutions. The solution with only 13
entanglements per chain exhibits behavior deviating appreciably from the well entangled systems.
Strain recovery experiments revealed irreversible deformation i.e., flow when the sample is
sheared beyond the stress maximum for ˙R1 or when sheared with ˙R1 for a period longer
than the Rouse relaxation time R. © 2008 The Society of Rheology. DOI: 10.1122/1.2899147
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent particle-tracking velocimetric PTV observations have revealed a rich variety
of flow phenomena in entangled polymer melts and solutions under nonlinear deforma-
tion conditions. For example, in startup shear, the shear field becomes inhomogeneous in
space after the shear stress overshoot as observed by different PTV setups Tapadia and
Wang 2006; Boukany and Wang 2007; Hu et al. 2007. For solutions with the
number of entanglement per chain Z40, the shear stratification persists even in steady
state Boukany et al. 2008; Ravindranath and Wang 2008. In step shear, strains of
135% and higher caused internal macroscopic motions after shear cessation Wang et al.
2006; Ravindranath and Wang 2007. PTV also revealed shear banding under large
amplitude oscillatory deformation in entangled polymers Tapadia et al., 2006. The
new insights derived from these PTV observations allowed us to probe well-known
nonlinear rheological behavior in a different perspective. Although questions concerning
the physical origins of the stress overshoot in startup shear and shear thinning in steady
aAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: swang@uakron.edu
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shear have been addressed in the previous theoretical efforts Graessley 1974; Ferry
1980; Doi and Edwards 1979, 1986; Graham et al. 2003, new theoretical consid-
erations Wang et al. 2007a appear necessary to depict the recent PTV-based experi-
mental findings.
In the present work, we describe some apparently universal scaling behavior concern-
ing stress overshoot in startup shear of entangled polymer solutions Huppler et al.
1967; Menezes and Graessley 1982; Pearson et al. 1989; Osaki et al. 2000a, 2000b,
2000c; Pattamaprom and Larson 2001; Tapadia and Wang 2004. Specifically, the
characteristics associated with the shear stress overshoot during startup shear can be
probed in terms of how the coordinates of the stress overshoot max, max scale with the
applied shear rate ˙. We can carry out most of the present study without application of the
particle-tracking velocimetric PTV method because homogeneous shear should prevail
up to the shear stress overshoot. PTV observations are only made to reveal how interfa-
cial wall slip dictates the shear responses for well-entangled solutions based on hydro-
carbon oil as the solvent. Along with a similar set of scaling phenomena observed for
uniaxial extensional flow of entangled polymer melts Wang et al. 2007b, the present
results elucidate the universal origin of the well-known stress overshoot in shear defor-
mation of entangled polymers.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Materials
We have prepared eight entangled polybutadiene PBD solutions of varying degree of
chain entanglement and ability to undergo wall slip at three concentrations with four
different solvents. The solvents listed in Table I are provided via courtesy of Dr. A.
Halasa of Goodyear and Dr. X. Wang of Bridgestone-Americas. The solutions are based
on a parent PBD that is either of Mw=1.05106 and Mn=1.01106 g /mol made in
Professor R. Quirk’s lab at Akron or Mw=0.75106 and Mn=0.74106 g /mol made in
Bridgestone-Americas by courtesy of C. Robertson. Table II summarizes some essential
information on linear viscoelasticity of these eight solutions, where the molecular weights
are given in the unit of kg/mol. Judging from their linear viscoelastic properties, we know
that the concentrations of 0.7 M 5%-oil and 0.7 M 5% –4 K solutions are slightly
different. Also, concentration of 1 M 10% −9 K solution appears to be slightly higher.
For simplicity, we still denote them as 5 and 10% solutions. It is worth noting that the
Rouse relaxation time R of these entangled solutions can be estimated from the terminal
relaxation time  as R=Me /Mw. The concentration dependence of Me /Me is
given by −1.2, where the entanglement molecular weight Me of the pure PBD is around
1.6 kg /mol. A polymeric “solvent” of high molecular weight can be chosen to completely
suppress interfacial wall slip.
TABLE I. Molecular characteristics of various solvents at room temperature.
Sample Mng /mol Mwg /mol Mw /Mn Source 	sPa s
PBD-15K 14 020 15 000 1.07 Bridgestone 36
PBD-9K 8900 ¯ ¯ Goodyear 10
PBD-4K 3900 ¯ ¯ Goodyear 1.2
oil DTDP 530 530 1 Imperial oil 0.2
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B. Experimental apparatus and measurements
Our experiments involve measurements of startup shear on two different rotational
rheometers: an advanced rheometric expansion system ARES and an Anton Paar MCR
301. All tests were carried out at room temperature of around 23 °C. The range of shear
rate ˙ is in the stress plateau where shear stress overshoot is observed. ARES equipped
with a cone-plate assembly of 
=4° and a diameter of 25 or 15 mm was used to make
most of the measurements. A 15-mm-diame disk was used for rates higher than 100, 20,
and 10 s−1 for the 5%, 10%, and 15% solutions, respectively. Start up shear experiments
on 1 M 15% –15 K solution was also performed on Anton Paar MCR 301 equipped
with a cone-plate assembly of 
=4° and diameter 15 mm. All the strain recovery experi-
ments were performed using MCR 301 with a cone-plate cell of diameter 15 mm and

=4o. To prevent edge fracture from developing to a measurable extent, all experiments
were aborted soon after the overshoot has emerged and before any meniscus instability
has had any chance to develop. Since the imposed simple shear is homogeneous up to the
shear stress overshoot, it is unambiguous to take shear rate ˙= /
 as uniform across the
gap, with  being the angular velocity of the rotating cone. To supplement our study with
information about the linear relaxation dynamics, standard small amplitude oscillatory
shear measurements were carried out for these samples. Table II summarizes all the basic
molecular characteristics including the crossover modulus Gc=Gc=Gc. For well-
entangled monodisperse systems, there is an empirical relationship: relating the plateau
modulus Gp to Gc as Gp3.6Gc, where Gp is taken as Gmin at min Gmin shows
a minimum and Gc is at a crossover frequency c where Gc=Gc. For our 10%
and 15% solutions such a relationship holds approximately.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Scaling behavior of well-entangled solutions without interfacial slip
In this subsection, we will focus on startup shear characteristics of entangled solutions
prepared using polymeric solvents. It has been shown elsewhere that polymeric solvent
can be effectively used to prevent wall slip in entangled polymer solutions Ravindranath
and Wang 2007. Specifically, we study three polybutadiene-based solutions with the
number of entanglement per chain Z ranging from 27 to 64.
The frequency dependence of storage and loss moduli G and G of 1 M
10% –15 K has been published Ravindranath and Wang 2007 and the key param-
eters from this linear viscoelastic measurement have been provided in Table II. Shear
TABLE II. Molecular characteristics of entangled solutions at room temperature.
Samples Mw kg/mol Mw /Mn Me Gc Pa Mw /Me  s R s
0.7 M 5% –4 K 700 1.02 54 310 13 3 0.25
0.7 M 5%–oil 700 1.02 54 230 13 1.25 0.1
0.7 M 10% –9 K 700 1.02 26 1350 27 18 0.7
0.7 M 10%–oil 700 1.02 26 1300 27 4.5 0.16
1 M 10% –15 K 1,100 1.05 27 1350 40 71 1.8
1 M 10% –9 K 1,100 1.05 27 1500 40 55 1.37
1 M 10%–oil 1,100 1.05 27 1340 40 19 0.48
1 M 15% –15 K 1,100 1.05 17 3900 64 83 1.25
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stress overshoot typically emerges when the applied shear rate ˙ is greater than the
reciprocal terminal relaxation time  and location of the peak can be specified by its
coordinates max and max.
The shear stress overshoot can be examined for a full range of applied rates as shown
in Fig. 1a. There appear to be two scaling regimes with ˙R=1 as the dividing line,
where the peak stress appears to satisfy
max  tmax−1/2, for ˙R 1 1a
and
max  tmax−1/4, for ˙R 1. 2a
It is also instructive to represent the stress growth  as a function of the increasing
strain = ˙t in both regimes. Figure 1b shows a family of  vs  curves for ˙R1,
revealing that max is actually linearly proportional to max,
max = Gmaxmax, for ˙R 1, 3
where the effective modulus Gmax at the stress peak is the slope represented by the dashed
line in Fig. 1b. It is also important to note from Fig. 1b that these curves deviate little
from an initial linear growth until c1. In other words, only after c does the shear
stress grow more weakly than linearly. Because of the linear relationship depicted in Eq.
3, it is tempting to construct a master curve as shown in Fig. 1c. Existence of this
universal curve suggests that in this elastic deformation regime the physics concerning
the origin of the stress maximum is the same at all these seven rates. In other words, the
stress maxima attained with different imposed rates at different strains correspond to an
entanglement network whose elastic modulus is of the same value of Gmax. The network
at the stress peak is actually softer by a factor of 1.5 than its initial state as indicated by
the initial slope.
The universal features disappear in the regime defined by ˙R1. Figure 1d reveals
that Eq. 3 is no longer valid. As a consequence, there is no master curve like Fig. 1c
in this transitional regime between the purely elastic ˙R1 and purely viscous ter-
minal flow with ˙1 responses.
To further explore the universality of the observed scaling behavior, we vary the level
of chain entanglement. The most entangled sample of 1 M 15%-15 K shows stronger
linear viscoelasticity as shown in Fig. 2a. Its shear stress growth at various rates is
shown in Fig. 2b. Again, the elastic deformation regime exhibits the same strikingly
simple scaling of Eq. 3 and master curve as shown, respectively, in Figs. 2c and 2d.
The storage and loss moduli G and G of the least entangled solution 0.7 M 10%-9 K
is shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 3b also conforms to the same pattern as shown in Figs.
1b and 2c. Similarly, a single master curve emerges from Fig. 3b upon normalizing
the stress and strain with their values at the peak as shown in Fig. 3c.
The universality in the elastic deformation regime can be summarized in two ways.
First of all, all the curves from Figs. 1b, 2c, and 3b can collapse onto a single
super-master curve. Choosing the two limiting rates from each of these sets of data, we
show a super-master curve in Fig. 4. Second, the linear scaling behavior can be seen from
these figures for all the three samples of varying degree of entanglement from Z=27 to
64, as shown in Fig. 5a. From Fig. 5a, we have universally, in Eq. 3, Gmax=2Gc,
which offers new insight into the significance of the crossover modulus Gc defined in the
linear viscoelastic description. The scaling behavior observed in Figs. 1a and 2b can
also be summarized in Fig. 5b to show the two regimes depicted by Eqs. 1a and 1.
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FIG. 1. a The shear stress growth as a function of time at various applied shear rates for the 1 M 10% -15 K
solution. b Shear stress  as a function of the elapsed strain  in the elastic deformation regime ˙R1,
where the dashed line shows the linear increase of the peak value max with max. The vertical arrow at c
indicates when nonquiescent relaxation is first seen in a step shear relaxation experiment at an amplitude 0
c Wang et al. 2006. c Master curve of stress growth in the elastic deformation regime, obtained by
normalizing the curves in b with peak values max and max, respectively. d Shear stress  as a function of
the elapsed strain  in the transitional regime. e Lack of excellent superposition from the curves in d in this
transitional regime.
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The coordinates where the crossover from elastic deformation to viscoelastic response
occurs are essentially given by max /Gc=5.0 and t /R=1.0. In other words, Eqs. 1a and
2a can be rewritten as
max  5Gctmax/R−1/2, for ˙R 1 1
and
max  5Gctmax/R−1/4, for ˙R 1. 2
With Eq. 3 supported by Fig. 5a and tmax=max / ˙ by definition, the combination of
Eqs. 1 and 2 with Eq. 3 produces the following quantitative scaling predictions:
FIG. 2. a Small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements of storage and loss moduli G and G as well as the
complex modulus G* for the 1 M 15% -15 K solution. b The shear stress growth as a function of time at
various applied shear rates. The data were collected on Anton Paar MCR 301. c Shear stress  as a function
of the elapsed strain  in the elastic deformation regime, where the dashed line shows the linear increase of the
peak value max with max. The curves are generated using ARES. The strained-controlled rheometer is able to
perform better at short times unlike stress-controlled Anton Paar MCR 301. d Master curve of stress growth
in the elastic deformation regime, obtained by normalizing the curves in c with peak values max and max,
respectively.
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max  5/22/3˙R1/3, for ˙R 1 4
and
max  5/22/3˙R1/5, for ˙R 1. 5
From an experimental standpoint, the scaling exponent 1 /3 is a necessary consequence of
both the scaling law of Eq. 1 revealed in Fig. 5b and the linear scaling of Eq. 3
disclosed in Fig. 5a. From a theoretical standpoint, equating maxtmax /R−1/2 with
maxmax truly reflects the meaning of the stress maximum: a yield point where force
imbalance takes place Wang et al. 2007a between the entropic elastic stress retract
that grows linearly with time according to max and the inter-chain interactions de-
noted by img, where the subscript “img” stands for inter-molecular gripping force. The
experimental data can indeed be analyzed to reveal the scaling behavior given in Eqs. 4
and 5, as shown in Fig. 5c. The 1/3 slope has been reported once before in the
literature in the form of max ˙1/3 through Eq. 3—see Fig. 3 of Tapadia and Wang
FIG. 3. a Small amplitude oscillatory shear measurements of storage and loss moduli G and G as well as the
complex modulus G* for the 0.7 M 10% -9 K solution. b Shear stress  as a function of the elapsed strain
 in the elastic deformation regime, where the dashed line shows the linear increase of the peak value max with
max. c Master curve of stress growth in the elastic deformation regime, obtained by normalizing the curves in
b with peak values max and max, respectively.
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2004. A similar master curve to Fig. 5c was, to our knowledge, first proposed by
Menezes and Graessley 1982 for four oil-based PBD solutions with Z ranging from 5 to
23. We will later compare the present results with the literature data.
B. Less universal behavior in weakly entangled solutions
Whether the response to startup shear is sufficiently solid-like or not also depends on
the level of chain entanglement. We contrast the preceding subsection with two solutions
of 0.7 M 5%-4 K and 0.7 M 5%-oil, both having only 13 entanglements per chain.
The essential difference between the two samples is in the choice of the solvent. With a
polymeric solvent of 1,4-polybutadiene of Mw=3.9 kg /mol, interfacial slip can be mini-
mized further although slip length is already reasonably low 0.1 mm even for the
0.7 M 5%-oil sample. As seen in well entangled samples, stress overshoot starts to
occur when the externally imposed rate exceeds the terminal relaxation rate of 1 /.
Figure 6a depicts how the strain max at the stress maximum varies with the normalized
rate for both solutions as well as the literature data on solutions of a comparable level of
entanglement Menezes and Graessely 1982; Pearson et al. 1989; Osaki et al. 2000a,
2000b, 2000c that uniformly employed hydrocarbon oil as the solvent. Clearly, these
modestly entangled solutions including the present two and the ones reported in the
literature no longer obey the scaling law with 1 /3 exponent for ˙R1, which applies to
the well-entangled samples with Z27. Figure 6b shows the strain max at the stress
maximum as a function of the normalized rate for solutions with Z27. Also plotted are
the data from the literature Menezes and Graessely 1982.
C. Behavior of well-entangled solutions in presence of wall slip
When the polymeric solvent of PBD15K is replaced by hydrocarbon oil DTDP, a
great deal of interfacial slip is possible. In particular, our 1 M 10%-oil possesses a large
Navier–de Gennes extrapolation length b on the order of 5 mm Ravindranath and Wang
2007. For such samples, structural failure first occurs at the sample/wall interface. In
FIG. 4. Super-master curve in the elastic deformation regime, obtained by combining Figs. 1c, 2d, and 3c.
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other words, the entanglement network would prematurely yield at the interface Pluck-
taveesak et al. 1999; Sanchez-Reyes and Archer 2003 before it has any chance to
break up internally.
We first proceed to carry out standard startup shear experiments at different rates.
Figure 7a shows the stress growth and overshoot as a function of time at various applied
rates. The overshoot behavior appears nearly quantitatively identical to that of the 1 M
10%-15 K solution. In particular, a master curve emerges in Fig. 7b, from which its
characteristics can be analyzed to compare with 1 M 10%-15 K. Figure 7c shows the
data of three solutions with same level of entanglement but in different solvent media.
The solution with oil is expected to exhibit significant slip, whereas the other two solu-
tions have negligible b. Interestingly, Fig. 7c indicates that the scaling law of max
 ˙1/3 extends over a wider range of shear rates for the 1 M 10%-oil solution. This is
perhaps understandable if the origin of the stress decline at and beyond the stress maxi-
FIG. 5. a Master curve showing a linear relationship between the normalized peak stress max /Gc and the
strain max at the yield point, for three solutions of different levels of entanglement. b Master curve for the
normalized peak stress max /Gc as a function of the normalized time at the yield point. c Master curve
showing the strain max at the yield point as a function of the normalized shear rate ˙R. The −1 /4 exponent in
b would produce an exponent of 1 /5 if Eq. 3 applied in a. Since only the sample with the highest level of
chain entanglement satisfies Eq. 3 in the transitional regime, only the diamonds tend to follow the 1 /5 slope.
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mum is interfacial slip. It is plausible that dynamics of adsorbed chains involved in the
disentanglement to produce wall slip are different from those of bulk chains and that
adsorbed chains relax in the same manner on time scales longer than the free chain’s
relaxation time R. In other words, the scaling law of Eq. 1a applies even for ˙R1
and at times longer than R.
FIG. 6. a The strain max at the yield point as a function of the normalized shear rate ˙R, where four groups
of data from the literature M-G: Menezes and Graessley 1982, Osaki et al. 2000a; Pearson et al. 1989 on
similar solutions were represented for comparison b The strain max at the yield point as a function of the
normalized shear rate ˙R. Data from the literature Menezes and Graessley 1982 are compared with solu-
tions of similar entanglement level.
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It is of great interest and importance to determine using a particle-tracking velocimet-
ric method whether wall slip is indeed the mode of failure during a startup shear on this
DTDP-based 10% polybutadiene solution. Figure 7d reveals that the velocity profile
was linear up to 0.4 s at an external shear rate of 2.5 s−1. The sample starts to undergo
wall slip at t=0.8 s, leading to massive sample recoil and slip at the interface at t
=2.8 s.
D. Strain recovery
There appears to be two different scaling regimes separated by the criterion of ˙R
=1. We would like to understand the significance of this condition. To this end and to
further probe the nature of the stress overshoot, we have conducted strain recovery
experiments. Our measurements show in Fig. 8a that for ˙R1 i.e., ˙=20 s−1 strain
is 100% recoverable up to the moment tmax of the shear stress maximum. The shear
FIG. 7. a Shear stress  as a function of time at various applied shear rates. b Master curve of stress growth
in the elastic deformation regime, obtained by normalizing the curves in a with peak values max and max,
respectively. c Strain max at the stress peak as a function of the normalized shear rate ˙R, for the three
solutions with the same level of entanglement but different abilities to undergo wall slip. d PTV observations
showing interfacial slip upon startup shear in terms of how the velocity profiles look at different stages.
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deformation beyond the maximum point involves flow, providing an additional clue about
the origin of the shear stress overshoot: For t tmax, elastic deformation occurs in the
scaling regime i.e., when ˙R1, and flow deformation ensues for t tmax. In other
words, the elastic deformation appears to be a pre-requisite for the observed scaling laws,
and this strain recovery experiment supports the notion of associating the shear stress
overshoot with the concept of yield.
For ˙R1, the imposed shear deformation cannot be fully recovered unless the
deformation has only lasted for a time tR, as shown in Fig. 8b. Thus, with ˙R
1, the point of the shear stress maximum is not exactly the yield point because a certain
level of flow has already taken place. This apparently is why the features associated with
the stress overshoot produced by ˙1 /R cannot be described by the same scaling laws
FIG. 8. a Strain recovery experiments after shearing at ˙=20 s−1 in the scaling regime of ˙R1 for
durations 0.16, 0.23, 0.56 s, respectively, where the corresponding rise in the shear stress is shown by the
circles. The oscillation of  after shear cessation is caused by the inertia of the instrument, which is inconse-
quential because it quickly settled down in a time scale much shorter than the terminal relaxation time. b
Strain recovery experiments after shearing at ˙=0.2 s−1 in the subscaling regime of ˙R1 for durations 1.6,
6, 9.2, 14 s, respectively. With considerable weaker elastic deformation, the instrument inertia effect is much
less visible. c Strain recovery experiments at three different rates ˙R1. Recovery was complete in each
test because the durations of shear are all within R.
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found in elastic deformation produced by ˙1 /R. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the
strain is nearly recoverable up to the stress overshoot at this rate. Finally, Fig. 8c shows
that as long as the imposed deformation has only taken a time no longer than R it is
elastic. So, these strain recovery experiments are rather instructive as they show that R is
an important time scale in governing bulk deformation and flow of entangled polymers.
As we know, R is a time scale on which significant local relaxation starts to occur in
spite of chain entanglement.
IV. CONCLUSION
The main purpose of this paper is to explore universal characteristics associated with
the origin of the shear stress overshoot. The physical significance of this shear stress
maximum can be discussed at two levels. First of all, we recognize in light of the
Considère 1885 criterion that the emergence of a force maximum i.e., stress overshoot
indicates impending structural failure beyond the peak force. For elastic deformation,
indeed it is unreasonable to expect that our sample could be sheared to an arbitrarily high
strain without cohesive breakup. Second, in reality, we have indeed confirmed that well-
entangled polymers are unable to sustain uniform shear much beyond the shear stress
overshoot Tapadia and Wang 2006; Boukany and Wang 2007; Ravindranath and
Wang 2008.
The stress overshoot in startup shear of entangled polymers in the strongly shear-
thinning region often referred to as the stress plateau region has been found to show
universal scaling behavior. Specifically, in the elastic deformation regime, we found that
a the maximum shear stress, or the “yield stress” max, scales linearly with the shear
strain max at the yield point; b max scales with the applied shear rate ˙, much more
weakly than linearly, as max ˙1/3; c there is a super-master curve where data from
various samples of different levels of chain entanglement at different shear rates all
collapse onto a single normalized stress vs normalized strain curve, underscoring the
universal meaning of the stress maximum: Apparently an entangled network has reached
the same state of microstructure at the stress peak as long as the system is brought to this
point in the elastic deformation limit of ˙R1, d our strain recovery experiments
reveal that for ˙R1 the sample does not undergo irreverable flow up to the stress
maximum at tmax.
The scaling laws uncovered in the elastic deformation regime for well-entangled poly-
mers have not been seen in the previous experimental studies because most startup shear
experiments in the past were based on polymer solutions that were only moderately
entangled and involved hydrocarbon oil that allowed the previous solutions to suffer
various levels of interfacial wall slip. In contrast, our samples are strongly entangled and
free of wall slip due to use of a polymeric solvent. Our new theoretical considerations
Wang et al. 2007a have provided one plausible rationale to elucidate the origin of
these scaling phenomena, where the yield point i.e., the shear stress overshoot can be
regarded as a point of force imbalance between the intermolecular force that produced the
chain deformation and the retraction force due to the chain deformation. Finally, it is
important to emphasize that yield due to chain disentanglement at stress overshoot does
not necessarily produce visible flow inhomogeneity. One questions what would produce
the stress overshoot if it was not structural failure on time scales much shorter than the
terminal relaxation time. For weakly entangled polymers, absence of any macroscopic
heterogeneity in the flow response does not imply that structural failure of the entangle-
ment network did not occur smoothly.
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